
Thank you for downloading “Archive.01: These Days I Expect the Worst” – the 
first volume in a series of recordings of compositions written by little-known 
composer Otto Tschudi Hunziker (b.1883-d.1958.) The Hunziker Institute would 
like to thank CalmDownKidder Records for releasing this volume and would also 
like to thank New York City chiptune musician Natty for bringing Hunziker’s 
music to a new audience by arranging it using the LSDJ tracker program for the 
Nintendo Game Boy. Additional thanks go to Ian Cofre, Rachel Benjamin, and Chris 
Burke. For more information, including live dates and news about the limited-
edition release of 50 CDs and the gradual future release of the complete 
archives, please visit www.nattyadams.com. Those of you who purchased the CDs 
will note that this downloaded version does not include the interview segments. 
Instead, we present you with the following extract from Hunziker’s notebooks: 

 
August 12, 1912 
 
 It’s hot outside and I’m fairly certain my new neighbors are homosexuals. One can’t be sure, 
but the spicy odors and strange music coming from their room force me to conclude that they’re 
either homosexuals or Englishmen. The last time I was in England I suffered a terrible ailment of 
the stomach from their rich and spicy food. England…where I first met George. The Colonial Office 
has posted George’s husband to Singapore. Unfortunately, George had to go with him. I don’t 
know when I’ll see her again, but I’ve been eating day-old bread and at the café I’ve been swiping 
other people’s glasses when their heads are turned. This way I might be able to save up enough for 
a suite at Raffles some time next year. Then George and I can be together again while her 
husband does his foul Imperial business. 
 My landlady’s hair caught fire yesterday while she was burning her daughter in the furnace. 
I only hope she has the sense to burn all the child’s clothes – she won’t be getting much rent if all 
her tenants become consumptives, too. Things are difficult for everyone in the town right now – 
people are sick, nobody has any money, and there are rumors of trouble abroad. I haven’t sold a 
song in a very long time. Seems like people aren’t in the market for music. Not only that, but I’ve 
been having a deuced hard time with that bastard conductor Margeuse. He refuses to put on any 
more of my work until I write in parts for a traditional orchestra. Why can’t he understand that 
science is the poetry of the future? My instruments are defined in parameters of frequencies and 
wavelengths, tones constructed in my mind with painstaking attention paid to the pursuit of 
sonic purity. Some people have no sense of history. 
 Last night I paid a visit to Peony and Lamia’s house. My father had sent me a bottle of wine 
and I shared it with them. They were very appreciative of it, and between Peony’s heavy-lidded 
deep-socketed eyes (the bittersweet bounty of Opium addicition) and Lamia’s lithe and limber 
champagne-stem legs (always taught and pointed as though built to spring from this hell to 
heaven,) I found myself intoxicated on more than the wine and succumbed to a full enjoyment of 
their skillful arts. I left in the first moments of dawn; after the cigarettes had run out and my two 
dear friends had drifted into light linen-pyjama’d sleep on one another’s shoulders. 
 A ship landed this morning with no new letters for me, but on the dockside I ran into Gerard 
who warned me that people were looking for me to collect on some debts. I asked him for more 
details but he apologized and assured me that he knew nothing else of the matter. It could be any 
of about a dozen different debt collectors. It doesn’t matter who it is – any one of them could snap 
my fingers backward one by one. I’ll either have to flee town or give up all of the money I’d been 
saving for Singapore. There’s rumor of a large back-room game of whist happening soon. If I can 
find out where it is, I may be able to triple my savings and pay all my debts. Until I know more, 
I’ll have to stick to selling songs, my family’s linen handkerchiefs, and myself to the sailors who 
just came into town today. It hardly leaves a man time to work on new music. If George knew the 
lengths of shame and discomfort I go through to see her she’d be disgusted with me.  
 The abattoir around the corner from my lodgings has become industrialized and 
mechanized to a degree. Hopefully one will no longer slip on hogsblood-covered cobblestones on 
the way to the post office. I stuck my head in the other day to witness the new process of 
automatized butchery and was greeted with a whirring and clunking cacophony, gears spinning 
and clicking one against the other, pistons crushing bone and leathery-flesh, swine squealing 
before quick cuts of steel pendulum-flashing slash their veins open to bleed. The butcher’s hound 
still prowling the street outside, drunk on the stench of freshly-hacked meat – he barks, providing 
a beat to this dizzying, dazzling waltz of slaughter. 
 I’m still unsure of who I’m writing this for. My name is still unknown in this world, and I see 
no evidence of that changing. When I die perhaps George will read it and know that she was ever 
in my thoughts.  
 Someone is knocking. I pray the powder in my pistol is dry. 
 
 
  


